
We kindly request at least a four-hour notice for cancellation or rescheduling to avoid a 100% full service charge. A 20% service charge is 
added to the price of each spa and salon treatment, a portion of which will go directly to your technician. Additional gratuity may be added 
if you wish. Service charge is not included in membership services.

HAIR CUT AND 
STYLING SERVICES

WOMEN’S HAIRCUT W/ BLOWOUT

SHORT $75

MEDIUM $85

LONG $95

W/ EXTENSIONS $105

MEN’S HAIRCUT $55

CHILD’S HAIRCUT $35

BANG TRIM $20

BLOWOUT $75

BLOWOUT 
W/ HAIR EXTENSIONS $100 
 
EVENT STYLE  $100
Day-old hair recommended 
for long-lasting updo. Does not 
include shampoo or blowout.

BRIDAL STYLE  $125
Day-old hair recommended for 
long-lasting updo. Does not 
include shampoo or blowout. 
Includes placement of personal 
bridal accessory.

HAIR EXTENSION 
PRICE PER CONSULTATION
Lengthen or volume your own hair 
with natural hair extensions that 
will last for months. Our extension 
specialist will take the time to focus 
on the appropriate technique and 
type of extension that best suits you 
and your lifestyle.

STYLING ENHANCEMENTS

HOT TOOL STYLE FINISH $20

CLIP-IN EXTENSION ADD-ON $20

CHEMICAL SERVICES

ROOT TOUCH UP  $95
Our color experts will help you choose 
to match your current base shade or 
select an exciting new shade using 
permanent hair color.

COLOR GLOSS ENHANCEMENT  $95
A gentle, semi-permanent hair color is 
used to enhance and refresh the color 
of the ends of the hair.

HIGHLIGHTS  $125 – $185
Hair lightener is applied to create a 
beautifully subtle or high-contrast effect.

BALAYAGE  $155 – $215
Balayage is a custom color application 
performed using permanent hair 
color or hair lightener to create soft, 
natural effects.

OMBRE  $250
Ombre is characterized by darker roots 
that fade into lighter colors at the ends 
for a classic but stylish look.

KERATIN STRAIGHTENING TREATMENT 
PRICE PER CONSULTATION
This luxurious treatment is designed to 
tame unruly and coarse hair, leaving it 
soft, shiny and feeling like silk. We use 
the highest-quality keratin to achieve 
beautiful, straightened hair.

PRICE GUIDE
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HAIR TREATMENTS

RADIANCE SHINE BOOSTER  $35
Prolong the life and brightness of your 
hair without changing the color. The 
hair shaft is sealed with a brilliant shine 
shield, adding the most gloss possible.

ULTIMATE NOURISHMENT 
BOOSTER  $35
For hair that feels moisture-deficient 
and is lacking hydration. Lightweight, 
nourishing and beautifying.

OLAPLEX BONDING 
TREATMENT  $35
Olaplex is a breakthrough ingredient 
that  — when added into your hair color 
or lightening formula — multiplies the 
bonds within the hair structure and links 
broken bonds, effectively 
reducing hair breakage or weakening 
during the coloring process.

MAKEUP SERVICES

LASHES ONLY $25

EYES ONLY W/ LASHES $50

FULL FACE MAKEUP 
W/ LASHES $90

WAXING SERVICES

BROW WAX $30

LIP WAX $30

NECK WAX $50

BROW AND LIP WAX $50

MOBILE GLAM —  
BEAUTY IN THE COMFORT 
OF YOUR ROOM

BLOWOUT $100

BRIDAL UPDO/STYLE $125

EVENT UPDO/STYLE $100

MAKEUP APPLICATION $100

MEMBERSHIP SERVICES

BOMBSHELL BLOWOUTS 
$175 A MONTH FOR THREE BLOWOUTS

10% off all retail purchases.

Complimentary access to Spa Mandalay 
or BATHHOUSE Spa on the day of 
your blowout.

Birthday blowout during your 
birthday month.

GENTLEMEN’S GROOMING 
$150 A MONTH FOR FOUR MEN’S 
HAIRCUT SERVICES

10% off all retail purchases.

Complimentary access to Spa Mandalay 
or BATHHOUSE Spa on the day of 
your service.


